Numerous experiments have shown that animals and humans behave as if guided by an implicit knowledge of the relative frequency of occurrence of events in their environment. A well-known example of such trait is ''HickÕs Law'' for reaction times: responses to more frequent stimuli are faster than to less frequent ones. In the present study, we demonstrate that an important source of the effects produced by HickÕs law in the context of a visual search task is to be found in a form of implicit short-term memory, previously described as Priming of Pop-out. We report the results of experiments in which we have disrupted or enhanced the accumulation of implicit short-lived memory traces in the context of visual search tasks where stimulus frequency was varied. With target frequencies greater than 20%, these memory manipulations resulted in the elimination or enhancement of the effect of stimulus frequency on reaction times, thus indicating that an implicit, finite-memory accumulator is an important underlying mechanism for frequency effects in visual search paradigms. We characterize the properties of the accumulator and discuss the kinds of behaviors in which it may be implicated.
Introduction
The human ability to reason intuitively in terms of probability is generally believed to be rather poor: when confronted with decision-making choices requiring the explicit encoding and understanding of probabilities, human subjects often fall prey of several cognitive fallacies and are thus said to act irrationally (Tversky & Kahneman, 1974) . To the contrary, the implicit encoding of probabilities in several behavioral tasks is an established phenomenon, so well established as to demand the recognition of two psychological ''laws''. It is well known that a variety of organisms [e.g., bees (Real, 1991) , turtles (Kirk & Bitterman, 1965) , pigeons (Herrnstein, 1961) , rats (Brunswik, 1939) , monkeys (Sugrue, Corrado, & Newsome, 2004) , and humans (Estes, 1964) ] alter their behavior to closely match the frequency of reward. Herrnstein described this phenomenon in the pigeonÕs foraging responses to changes in reinforcement schedules and named it the ''Matching Law'' (Herrnstein, 1961) . Even earlier than HerrnsteinÕs work came the realization that reaction times vary inversely with stimulus frequency. This apparent dependence of reaction time on stimulus probability, in the form of a logarithmic relationship famously known as the ''Hick-HymanÕs Law'' (Crossman, 1953; Hick, 1952; Hyman, 1953) , is the focus of the present study.
In his original report, coming shortly after the publication of Claude ShannonÕs work on information theory, Hyman supported the conjecture, originally made by Miller (Miller, 1951) , that ''reaction time is a monotonically increasing function of the amount of information in the stimulus series'' (Hyman, 1953) . Thus, the socalled ''information hypothesis'' of choice reaction time was born and inspired much subsequent research. However (Hyman, 1953) also noted that responses to repeated stimuli were faster than to stimuli where the sequence structure did not allow for repetitions. This sequential repetition effect was subsequently emphasized by Bertelson (1961 Bertelson ( , 1963 Bertelson ( , 1965 , Falmagne (1965) , and Laming (1969) and led (Kornblum, 1967) to call attention to the fact that sequential repetitions and stimulus probability were generally confounded in all previous experiments. By modifying the stochastic structure of the stimulus sequence, (Kornblum, 1968 (Kornblum, , 1969 then proceeded to demonstrate that the dependence of reaction time on the logarithm of stimulus probability (hence on information in bits) was much reduced or eliminated for sequences having a low repetition rate, independent of the information content. Thus, the information hypothesis was disproved and later efforts were directed at exploring other factors, beyond stimulus probability, affecting the speed of the response (Schweickert, 1993) .
Elaborating on the early observations of Kornblum, we argue that one of the factors that distinguish random (i.e., independent and equiprobable, thus unpredictable) from non-random (i.e., independent, but non-equiprobable and thus predictable) sequences of events is key to understanding the nature of the mechanism responsible for the implicit frequency effects observed in visual search tasks. Consider the statistical distribution of sequential repetitions of events within a time series 1 : events that are more frequent not only occur more often, but also form longer runs than less frequent events. The distribution of sequential run-lengths is thus highly indicative of frequency differences between alternatives. Simple mechanisms of selective, leaky integration of the activations induced by each alternative stimulus could exploit such statistical characteristic of sequential repetitions to provide an adaptive strategy for frequency estimation: on average, even over a relatively short time-scale more frequent events will evoke from such mechanisms measurably higher activation than less frequent events, because the finite memory of the leaky integrator ensures that while the activation induced by a rare event decays, the activations from subsequent repeated events continue to sum. The activation level of a leaky memory accumulator is thus a natural candidate to embody such statistical property of time series.
In our study we manipulate memory accumulation and measure implicit frequency estimation as embodied in the variation of the response times of human subjects to visual stimuli, thereby assessing the causal dependence (or lack thereof) of frequency effects on memory.
The memory system we exploit was first discovered and described within the framework of a visual search task (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994) . Subjects in the visual search task discriminated the cut-off side (response-selecting feature) of the odd color diamond (target-selecting feature) in a three-diamond display (Fig. 1) . The color of target and distracters (red and green) either repeated or switched in a random manner from one trial to the next, independently of the response-selecting feature. Though colors were equiluminant and the probability of red-color and green-color targets was equivalent over trials, reaction times varied from trial to trial depending on the short-term history of the target-distracter colors. The key observation was that each repetition of a target-distracter color combination led to increasingly faster responding, reaching an asymptote at $8-10 trials. This systematic pattern of responses has the characteristics of an automatic, unconscious process not influenced by cognitive efforts, and is thus best described as a form of implicit short-term memory (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 2000) .
Memory model predictions
For the purpose of this study, we treat the sequence of reaction times in the search task as the responses of a system obeying the following relation:
The response time at trial t, R (t), is a function of three variables: a term dependent on the target-selecting feature (target color), R c (t), a term dependent on the response-defining feature (target cut-off side), R r (t), and an error term, e. On every trial, the choice of the response-defining feature is a binary, uniform random deviate independent of the choice of the target-selecting feature. As such, the effects of the response-defining variable on the final response are not correlated to the ef-1 In a series of Bernoulli trials with outcomes A or B and probabilities P (A) = p and P (B) = 1 À p, the run-lengths are distributed geometrically and the average run-lengths are r A ¼ 1 1Àp and r B ¼ 1 p . Fig. 1 . A representative sequence of search arrays in the pop-out reaction time task. Subjects respond which side (left or right) of the odd-color diamond is cut-off. The colors of target and distracter diamonds switch unpredictably from trial to trial. The cut-off side of the target is chosen randomly on each trial, independently of target color.
fects due to the target-defining variable: over a long series of trials the effects of the cut-off side, relative to the effects of the target-color, average out to a constant. The error term is the residual variability in the response not accounted for by target and response selection (including noise in the neural activity, added variance due to the limited precision of the device for response acquisition, stimulus-response mapping effects, etc.), and similarly to the response selection term it is assumed to vary independently from the target-defining variable. We consider each stimulus event (exposure to the color of the search display) as a signal eliciting an internal response in the system whose effects outlast the duration of the stimulus itself. Assuming linearity, the target-color dependent portion of the response is then proportional to R c ðtÞ ¼ a þ H c ðtÞ Ã S c ðtÞ ð 2Þ
in which S c (t), the stimulus sequence, is a binary, uniform random deviate taking one of two values depending on the stimulus color (see below), H c (t) is the color impulse response function, * is the convolution operator and the scalar a is a zero-order term, corresponding to a baseline response. Since the state of the system is evaluated at discreet time intervals and assuming a finite memory, Eq. (2) can be rewritten as
The color-dependent portion of the response to the stimulus at trial t is thus modeled as the linear sum of the values at trial t of the impulse responses evoked at trials t, t À 1, . . . , t À k each scaled by the stimulus value at the respective trial. As such, the system works as an accumulator with a memory equivalent to the time taken by its impulse response to decay to a virtually null level. We assume that there are two separate memory accumulators, each selective for only one color, and that each response of the system reflects only the activation of the accumulator corresponding to the target color. For instance, on red-color trials only the red accumulator will contribute to the observed response according to the past history of red trials, but on green-color trials it will not be activated and the memory of past red trials will decay. In other words, memory contribution to the response is determined by an AND gate between the target-color and the ''memory-color''. As such, the sequence of observed responses depends on the activations of two processes working in parallel, but only the process selective for the target color feeds the final response mechanism on each trial.
We seek to recover the systemÕs first-order color kernels H c from the observed series of responses to the color signals. Given that the stimulus follows a binary random sequence (of sufficient length as to ensure effective whitening), the estimation of the kernel can be accomplished by cross-correlating the response and the stimulus series (Marmarelis & Marmarelis, 1978; Schetzen, 1980; Victor, 1992) . However, given the gating of the response by color, two separate kernels, one for each color, need to be calculated. This is achieved by appropriately recoding for each color kernel H c the signal sequence S c : for the red-target kernel all red occurrences in the stimulus sequence are coded as 1 and all green occurrences are coded as 0; the coding is reversed for the green-target kernel. The cross-correlation between signal and response is then calculated in the following way:
Here only the responses R c (t) to targets corresponding to the kernelÕs color (i.e., only red or only green) contribute to the summation term, because when the color differs we have no information related to the state of the process of interest (since the response in such cases is driven exclusively by the opposite color process). The zero-order term a is the mean reaction time to the kernelÕs color events and n is their total number. The scaling constant C, related to the reciprocal of the power of the noise, is C = 4. Expressed in such form, the kernel represents a facilitatory effect relative to the average response time.
Consider the estimate of the first-order kernels from Experiment 1A (pop-out task) shown in Fig. 4 . The smooth curves are the best non-linear fit to the data of the function
The above equation, a simple exponentially decaying function, is a good approximation to the empirically derived kernels. The color-dependent portion of the response in this task can then be predicted by
The effect of the response-defining feature (R r (t) in Eq.
(1)) is independent of the variability due to the target-selecting feature, thus this term is here subsumed into the error term e. The summation must be taken over all past events whose contribution to the current response is not null (i.e., over the entire memory): in our case, since the kernel is exponential with a time constant of only 3-4 events, it suffices to consider only up to 20 trials in the past (k = 20) . Notice that the summation term in Eq. (6) is a geometrical series, thus the amount of cumulative facilitation following a series of same color events of run-length j, starting from baseline a, is readily calculated as
and the maximum attainable facilitation (for j ! 1 in Eq. (7)) is thus:
All the derivations above were conducted assuming a sequence of two equiprobable signals. Fig. 2 , left, shows a simulation of the deviation from the overall mean produced within a series of reaction times to an equiprobable sequence (50% red, 50% green), obtained by the model above with parameter values identical to those estimated for the responses to the red targets from the dataset of Experiment 1A (see below). Notice how the responses (black dots) improve with repetition of the target color and how they become slower when the color switches, while the average of the red-target response (horizontal line) is very close to the average of the green-target response. Let us now see what would be the response of such system to a sequence of two signals that are not equiprobable. Fig. 2 , middle, is a simulation of reaction times to a sequence in which red targets have a probability of 20% and green targets of 80%, plotted as a deviation from the mean response to the 50% sequence. Although repetition effects are still evident for both targets, the average responses are clearly separated, the low frequency targetsÕ responses being on average slower than the high frequency targetsÕ responses. The linear model predicts that mean reaction times should be linearly and inversely related to targetcolor probability (Fig. 2, right) , with a slope given by the maximal amount of facilitation as obtained from Eq. (8).
In the experiments to follow we first derive the color kernels from the data obtained in a pop-out search task with an equiprobable sequence of Bernoulli trials.
Using the parametersÕ estimates of the derived kernels, we compute the predicted deviations from the mean of the equiprobable sequence as a function of stimulus probability. We then measure the mean response times to stimuli with various probabilities and we compare them to the predicted times to obtain an estimate of the predictive power of the memory model. Finally, we show how prior knowledge of the memory characteristics of various search tasks, coupled with the selective manipulation of the statistical structure of the time series of stimuli, is sufficient to accurately predict under which conditions frequency effects should appear or disappear.
2. Experiment 1A: KernelsÕ estimation in a pop-out search task 2.1. Methods
Subjects
One of the authors (PM) served as subject.
Stimuli
Three diamonds (1.0°· 1.0°), each with a cut-off (.14°) on the left or right side, were presented on a computer monitor arranged on an imaginary ellipse (10°· 8°) and spaced equidistantly, such that they fell on three of 12 possible clock positions (see Fig. 1 ). All spatial configurations were covered uniformly across trials by random choice. One diamond, the target, was always a different color than the other two (distracters), either red or green. Each display always had a left and a right side cut distracter, while the target cut was chosen randomly on each trial from a uniform binary distri- Fig. 2 . Using the memory summation model (Eq. (6)) with parametersÕ values estimated from the data for the red targets in Experiment 1A, a simulation predicts responses to red and green targets when they are equiprobable (left) and when green is more frequent than red (middle). The horizontal colored lines through the data indicate means for red and green targets. Responses at each hypothetical trial are indicated by black dots and are plotted as deviations from the overall mean response to the equiprobable sequence (horizontal dashed line), whereas the fluctuating curves represent the underlying activations of the color-selective accumulators. Reaction time at the current trial is assumed to depend only on the activation level in the accumulator selective for the target color. Notice that average reaction times in the first condition (same probability) are identical, whereas green produces much faster reaction times than red in the second condition (different probability). The linear model predicts an inverse, linear dependence of reaction time on probability, as shown in the right panel. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) bution. These elements were presented on the blank screen (0.7 cd/m 2 ) of a color CRT at a refresh rate of 120 Hz, with a fixation point always present at the center. CIE color values were: red 11.4 cd/m 2 CIE .503/.422; green 11.4 cd/m 2 CIE .420/.483.
Procedure
The subjectsÕ task at each trial was to select the oddcolored item and respond which side of such item was cut-off (see Fig. 1 ). On each trial the target-selecting feature (itemÕs color, red or green) and the response-defining feature (itemÕs cut-off side, left or right) were chosen randomly and independently of each other (across all trialsÕ blocks, the maximum correlation between color and response was r = .06, n = 1000). The stimulus stayed on the screen until the subject responded by pressing a key on the computer keyboard. Responses were given with the dominant (right) hand, using the index finger for left and the middle finger for right. The precision of the response time measurement was limited by the polling rate at the computer/keyboard interface (125 Hz). An inter-trial interval followed, with duration chosen randomly from a uniform distribution between 600 and 1100 ms. Responses were collected in six blocks of 1000 sequential trials each, over several days. Stimuli and procedure were programmed on an Apple G3 computer, using C and the Vision Shell routines by Raynald Comtois (Comtois, 2000 (Comtois, -2003 .
Results
Responses in the pop-out task were very accurate: only two errors were recorded across all sessions. Response times across all trials are plotted in Fig. 3 . There was only a very minimal improving trend of about 10 ms over the 6000 observations. Local trends (always small) were removed within each of the six blocks of sequential 1000 trials by subtracting from each response time the first-or second-order local polynomial regression. All kernel calculations were carried out on each individual block of sequential, detrended 1000 trials, without further data censoring or preprocessing, and the results then averaged across blocks.
Kernels for the red and green targetsÕ responses were calculated by cross-correlating the stimulus color and the response series by means of Eq. (4) and as explained in the Memory model section above. The results are presented in Fig. 4 , top left. The exponentially decaying function of Eq. (5) was fitted by non-linear regression to the data, yielding the following parametersÕ estimates: red kernel gain c = 27.6 ms (C.I. 19.7-35.5), green kernel gain c = 52 ms (C.I. 41.5-62.5), kernelÕs time constant (not statistically different and thus reported as a shared parameter among colors) T = 3.0 events (C.I. 2.3-3.7). Considering the mean reaction time (689.5 ms) and the average inter-trial interval (850 ms), the kernelÕs time constant is equivalent on average to 4618 ms. The cumulative facilitation relative to the mean response when the same color repeated j times was calculated by ranking each color event according to its run-length and by averaging all responses with rank j or higher and multiplying the result by two. Fig. 4 , bottom left, shows the cumulative response data and the prediction of the model according to Eq. (7); the dashed horizontal lines are the maximal predicted facilitations obtained by Eq. (8).
The right panels of Fig. 4 report the results of the crosscorrelations of the responses and the target cut-off side. Reaction times to such response-defining feature show virtually no sequential dependence distinguishable from noise, as found by (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994) .
To quantify the fraction of the total variance due to the color memory an MSE statistic was calculated as
where the 0 superscript denotes demeaning, R c (t) is the observed reaction time,R c ðtÞ is the predicted response, and the summations are taken over all the trials corresponding to the selected color. As such, the MSE statistic represents the fraction of variability in the response time series that remains after the first-order color kernel contribution has been subtracted from the observed response. MSEs for each block of trials relative to the target color are reported in Table 1 . On average, sequential dependencies in the response to the target color account for about 10% of the total MSE variability in the reaction times. Interestingly, such fraction differs little between colors: while the kernelsÕ gains differ by a factor-oftwo, so do the standard deviations of the responses and the gain for both colors turns out to be about 50% of SD.
Discussion
The task and the stimuli used in the present experiment have been studied extensively in the past (Bravo & Nakayama, 1992; Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994 , 1996 , 2000 . The aim of the present study was to provide a quantitative characterization of the color memory, thus enabling the prediction of the frequency effects observed by varying the stimulus probabilities. By crosscorrelating the response and the stimulus series we recovered the linear kernel of the response to color and we modeled such kernel as an exponentially decaying function, obtaining an estimate of three events for the time constant and a gain equivalent to about 50% of the response timeÕs standard deviation. Furthermore, we were able to demonstrate that when integrated over time the linear kernelÕs responses account for about 10% of the total MSE variability in the time series. Despite such seemingly small contribution to the observed response, our modeling tells us that the leaky integrator can account for a range of variation as large as 70 ms for red and 130 ms for green in mean response time due to varying stimulus probabilities.
We may ask whether there are any non-linear dynamic components in the response to the stimulus color, beyond the linear contribution quantified above. Such non-linear components could be quantified by recovering the Wiener functionals of order higher than the first (Marmarelis & Marmarelis, 1978; Schetzen, 1980) . While the derivation is relatively straightforward (requiring the cross-correlation of the response series with an increasing number of terms of the stimulus series at different lags), the functional interpretation of such high-dimensional constructs is often difficult, 5). Bottom left, data for increasing run-lengths of same-color trials. The smooth curves are the predictions from Eq. (7), with parameters derived from the exponential fits above. This function assumes that at each point in time total facilitation represents a simple linear sum of all preceding memory traces. The dashed lines indicate the maximum amount of facilitation calculated by Eq. (8). On the right, the kernels for target cut are reported on top and same-response data on bottom. The data are indistinguishable from noise, indicating lack of memory for the response-defining feature. particularly when predictions related to the nature of the underlying, structural non-linearity are not readily available. We therefore restrict our analysis and modeling efforts to the linear components alone. Further discussion of non-linearities will be found in the following section.
3. Experiment 1B: Pop-out search task with uneven target colorsÕ probabilities 3.1. Methods 3.1.1. Subject and stimuli They are the same as in Experiment 1A.
Procedure
The subjectÕs task was identical to Experiment 1A. Ten sessions, each with an average of 1377 consecutive trials, were run over several days. As in Experiment 1A, the targetÕs cut-off side was chosen randomly on each trial from a uniform binary distribution. Differently from Experiment 1A, the color of the target in the search display was chosen randomly on each trial from a distribution with unequal probabilities of red and green. Each session contained several short blocks of 25-50 trials were the frequency of the red target was fixed, but the frequency varied across blocks and consecutive blocks alternated without interruption and without warning to the subject. The following probabilities of red target were tested: 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.6, 0.7, 0.8, and 0.9. The order by which blocks with different probabilities alternated was randomized within and across sessions. Over two sessions, this design provided a total of exactly 50 trials with a red target per probability level, yielding a dataset where the average reaction time for each red target probability could be calculated from an equal number of trials. Given the considerable improvement in average reaction time over sessions, only sessions 3-10 entered in the final analysis, while the first two sessions were considered practice and discarded. In a further attempt to neutralize drift in average reaction times that could affect the model predictions, the data for the kernelsÕ calculations of Experiment 1A were collected between sessions 6 and 7. The reported overall means were calculated over 200 trials per probability level of red targets only.
Results
Across the 11,020 trials that were used for the analysis only 15 errors were observed, corresponding to indistinguishable proportions of error trials per probability level. Shown in Fig. 5 , left and middle, are the average reaction times per probability of red target per session and the lines through the data are fits of a logarithmic model of the form:
where p is the probability of the red target. As expected, Eq. (10), representing the classic HickÕs law, gives reasonable fits to the data. Notice the considerable improvement over sessions, particularly at low probability levels, even after 8 sessions comprising more than 11,000 trials. The right panel of Fig. 5 shows average reaction times across sessions, the logarithmic fit and the prediction based on the linear memory model. The memory prediction is the equation of a line, whose intercept is constrained such that the line intersects the data point at p = 0.5 and the slope (b = 70) is derived from the data of Experiment 1A by means of Eq. (8). The linear model accounts for about 50% of the entire observed variability, while being able to accommodate virtually all the variability in the observations for probabilities >0.2.
Discussion
The results of the present experiment indicate that an implicit short-term memory, such as the one operating in subjects performing pop-out search tasks, can explain virtually all the effects on reaction times due to stimulus probability when the stimulus is not too rare, i.e., when it occurs more often than about 20% of the time within a series. For more rare stimuli (p < 0.2) the memory mechanism can only account for diminishing fractions of the effect, such that other, additional factors must be invoked to fully explain the results. Previous modeling efforts (Usher & McClelland, 2001 ) have postulated an inverse relationship between baseline response or criterion and the probability of the stimulus, presumably reflecting an effort to maintain a constant level of accuracy, i.e., a speed accuracy trade-off. By affecting the zero-order term in our model, such mechanism might provide the needed additional component to fully explain the empirical findings. However, direct experimental evidence for such explanation is lacking and therefore this remains a speculative assumption.
Even though it has often been debated whether the results of experiments such as the present truly conform to a logarithmic relation, there is no doubt that reaction times are not a linear function of stimulus probability. In this respect, the present results are a mere replication of a fact that has been known for a very long time. Yet, the source of the dependence of reaction times on stimulus probability remains to date largely undetermined: HickÕs law is simply a description of facts, not an explanation, and the suggestive idea that the logarithmic dependence might imply a linear relationship between reaction times and ShannonÕs information has been proven wrong on several grounds (Schweickert, 1993) . We came to consider frequency effects from the realization that a memory such as the one involved in the phenomenon of Priming Of Pop-out (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 2000) must necessarily produce effects on reaction times dependent on the frequency of the target, as we have demonstrated in modeling and simulations. Even though an implicit memory explanation cannot account for the entire magnitude of the effect, we feel it is important to emphasize its role as one mechanism producing frequency effects that can be well documented and characterized. In the experiments to follow we manipulated the structure of the stimulus in ways that would affect the buildup of activations due to memory accumulation. It will be seen that such manipulations result in predictable changes in the magnitude of the frequency effect for stimulus probabilities >20%, thus providing an empirical validation to the model we have proposed.
Experiment 2A: Negative interference in memory
In this experiment we investigated the dependence of the frequency effect on the time constant of the memory kernel. We changed the relative frequency of two stimuli within a block of trials, making one stimulus 20%, 50%, 80%, or 100% probable compared to the other stimulus. The critical manipulation was the addition of a third type of stimulus: this otherwise irrelevant item was presented with increasingly longer run-lengths. We reasoned that the irrelevant sequence should fill the memory integration window proportionately to its length, thereby progressively preventing the accumulation of sequential memory traces for the relevant stimuli. The predicted result is a reduced ability to differentiate frequency: the increased interference with memory accumulation should gradually diminish the differences in the speed of response to the rare and to the frequent stimuli.
Methods

Subjects
Six subjects participated in the experiment, five were University of Chicago undergraduates, and one was a laboratory assistant. All subjects were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment.
Stimuli
Three diamonds (1.0°· 1.0°) with a .14°cut-off on the left or right side chosen randomly were presented on an imaginary ellipse (10°· 8°) spaced equidistantly such that they fell on three of 12 possible clock positions. One diamond, the target, was always a different color than the other two (distracters). Two color combinations were allowed: red/green and blue/yellow. Within each color combination the target was always the oddcolored diamond (see Fig. 6B ). These elements were presented on a blank screen (0.7 cd/m 2 ) with a fixation point always present at the center. CIE color values were: red 3. 
Procedure
The subjectsÕ task at each trial was to select the oddcolored item and respond which side of such item was cut-off. On each trial the target-selecting feature (itemÕs color, red/green or blue/yellow) and the response-selecting feature (itemÕs cut-off side, left or right) were chosen randomly and independently of each other. The stimulus stayed on the screen until response and was then followed by an inter-trial interval randomly chosen from a uniform distribution between 1.5 and 2 s. The ratio of red-target to green-target stimuli was varied: ratios of 20%, 50%, 80%, and 100% red were presented in individual blocks. Subjects were not given any explicit information as to the frequency differences. The run-lengths of the trials (the number of sequential same-color repetitions) were kept constant at three across all conditions. Blue/yellow color combinations were inserted between red and green triplets ( Fig. 6A ; blue-and yellow-target stimuli were always equiprobable). There were three conditions: only 1 blue/yellow stimulus, or 3 stimuli, or 7 stimuli were inserted between red/green triplets. This manipulation resulted in the blocks with longer blue/yellow sequences having more trials than those of shorter sequences (blocks with blue/yellow sequences of 1 had 100 trials, those with sequences of 3 had 150 trials, and those with sequences of 7 had 250 trials each). The number of red/green trials and their relative frequencies remained the same across all blocks. Each subject ran 1 block each of relative frequency/blue-yellow sequence combination, for a total of 12 blocks and 2000 trials across two sessions. Block order was counterbalanced across subjects and sessions.
Results
We calculated mean reaction times excluding observations falling outside three standard deviations from the mean. Following the recommendations of (Loftus & Masson, 1994) , the resulting mean reaction times were normalized across subjects and then averaged over the six subjects. Errors were below 5% and were excluded from the analysis. Results are shown in Fig. 6C . When a single irrelevant stimulus is inserted between red-and green-color targets, the frequency effect exists and it is large: 75 ms difference between 20% and 100% combinations (Fig. 6C , open circles). When we insert three irrelevant elements after each red or green triplet the frequency effect is significantly smaller (31 ms, Fig. 6C , gray diamonds), and it disappears with seven irrelevant trials (4 ms, Fig. 6C , black triangles). An estimate of the kernelsÕ parameters is unfortunately unavailable for the subjects of the present and following experiments, therefore the straight lines through the data are simple linear regressions, not predictions based on the memory model.
Discussion
The idea of uncoupling the inherently confounded variables of sequential structure and frequency that is behind the experimental manipulations used to interfere with memory in the present and the following experiment is most similar in spirit to the arguments introduced by (Kornblum, 1968) . KornblumÕs study lacked, however, a principled explanation of the nature of repetition effects, while the memory model can readily account for these findings. When only a single irrelevant stimulus is inserted between any two triplets, the memory trace from one triplet strongly influences the performance on the subsequent triplet, since they both fall within the span of the memory integration window. The more frequent the stimulus the larger the number of closely adjacent same-color triplets leading to substantial memory accumulation and thus to faster average response times. As the number of irrelevant stimuli increases, less memory can accumulate across two adjacent triplets, hence a smaller frequency effect. The limiting case is the one in which the number of inserted stimuli approaches the asymptotic duration of the memory trace. In this case the memory from the last triplet decays completely before a new same-color event is encountered, thus the maximum facilitation for the frequent trial is no greater than that for the rare trial. The range over which frequency effects are observed is consistent with an integration window of about 8-10 events, To unconfound stimulus frequency and stimulus run-length red/green stimuli are interspersed with blue/yellow stimuli and the relative frequency of red vs. green targets is varied across conditions. The run-length of the relevant stimuli (red/green) is held constant at three throughout the experiment. The irrelevant items affect the summation of facilitatory effects within the memory window. (B) A representative set of displays for four trials. Subjects respond which side of the odd element is cut-off. (C) Average data from six subjects. As blue/yellow trials increasingly fill the memory window, the frequency effect decreases and finally disappears. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this paper.) equivalent to previous estimates of the duration of memory in this task (Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994) .
Experiment 2B: Positive interference in memory
In this experiment we tested the prediction that augmenting memory accumulation, in the absence of a real, long-range statistical frequency difference between the stimuli, should produce the equivalent of an illusory frequency effect. Equiprobable stimuli that repeat in short clusters should evoke faster responses than stimuli following a more randomized sequence, as if they had a true higher, long-range statistical frequency. To obtain this effect we kept constant the relative frequency of critical (red and green) stimuli while varying their runlengths. This was achieved by clustering the repeated stimuli, while dispersing the unrepeated stimuli by inserting between them an appropriate number of irrelevant trials. An example of such manipulation is shown in Fig. 7A : red and green target stimuli are equiprobable, but green is presented four times in succession, while the four red trials are interleaved with irrelevant blue target stimuli.
Methods
Subjects
Six new subjects, four University of Chicago undergraduates and two authors, participated in the experiment. The undergraduate subjects were paid volunteers and naïve as to the purpose of the experiment.
Stimuli
Displays, manner of presentation, verbal instructions, and response selection rules were identical to those used in Experiment 2A.
Procedure
Red/green targets appeared intermixed with blue/yellow targets within a sequence. In all conditions there were 50% of red-target and 50% of green-target stimuli. The main variable was the extent of clustering of one of these classes of stimuli: for example, a green-color target would be shown two times, four times or six times in a row, whereas the red-target would be shown only once, followed by 1, 3 or 5 blue/yellow stimuli (i.e., 1 blue/yellow trial in the case of a two-trial cluster, 3 blue/yellow trials when we used a four-trial cluster as shown in Fig.  7A , and 5 blue/yellow trials in the six-trial cluster). This manipulation also produced blocks with different numbers of trials: 72 trials in the case of a cluster of 2, 120 trials for the cluster of 4, and 168 trials for the cluster of 6. Each subject ran 6 blocks (3 clustering conditions · 2 target colors), for a total of 720 trials. Block order was counterbalanced over subjects.
Results
Data were analyzed in the same way as in Experiment 2A, and results are presented in Fig. 7C (no statistical differences were observed between the data of the authors and those of naïve subjects and all data were combined). Notice first that the average response to clustered stimuli becomes faster as the cluster run-length becomes longer. The clustering manipulation allows more appearances of the given stimulus within the memory integration window, allowing for a greater summation of that stimulus and resulting in faster performance. Meanwhile, the responses to interspersed stimuli become slower: with each addition of an irrelevant target between two repeated stimuli, memory for the previous, relevant target decays further, leading to progressively longer reaction times. The result is a behavioral differentiation between stimuli that are statis- tically equally frequent and otherwise matched in physical properties, thus being in principle equally discriminable and statistically unbiased with respect to longrange frequency.
Experiment 3A: Two singletons search
We now take a look at the effects induced by other factors known to modulate the gain of the memory trace. We predict that any modulation of memory strength should also influence the frequency effect. Maljkovic (2001) has shown that the strength of the memory trace (i.e., the gain of the kernel) can be manipulated by changing the relevance of a particular feature to the task. In the pop-out type of display we used in the previous experiments color is always the relevant feature, as it forms the basis for selecting the target. Imagine a case in which the color of the target is irrelevant to the task: we still have an odd color, but we also have an odd shape within the display and the task is to select the target based on shape, not on color (see Fig. 8, left) . Maljkovic (2001) found that in this case a strong memory exists only for the shape, or task-relevant feature more generally, while the color, or task-irrelevant feature, shows a very week or absent memory trace. An even more extreme example of the power of such manipulation can be seen in a task with the stimuli of Experiment 3B (see Fig. 8, right) : for example, color within a block, but not shape, defines the odd element on each trial such that the observer does not need to attend to shape when selecting the target (shape does not define an odd element), however, shape still switches or repeats randomly from one trial to the next. We report in Fig. 9 the kernels for a single subject, obtained from data collected with stimuli identical to those in Fig. 8 , right, and with equiprobable sequences. Clearly, relevance to the task is a very effective modulator of the kernel gain. Taking advantage of this ability to modulate the gain of the memory trace we can further test the hypothesis that short-term implicit memory is the underlying mechanism of frequency effects: if memory is strong (gain is high) then the frequency differentiation should be large, if memory is weak (gain is low) then the frequency differentiation should be poor.
Methods
Subjects
Six new subjects, all undergraduates at the University of Chicago participated in the experiment as paid volunteers. All were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment. Fig. 8 . Stimuli used in Experiments 3A and 3B. Experiment 3A. In the search array there is always one odd color element and one odd-shape element, both chosen randomly and independently for each upcoming trial. Within a block of trials subjects respond either to the odd-color target (left panel) or to the odd-shape target (right panel), by indicating which side of the target is cut-off (the target is boxed in the figure for illustrative purposes). The target-selecting feature is the ''relevant'' feature, while the other is the ''irrelevant'' feature. Experiment 3B. Here there is only one odd element in the display, determined by the ''relevant'' feature; an ''irrelevant'' feature is also present, but it is shared by all elements. Fig. 9 . Memory kernel and same-feature sequence data for the relevant and irrelevant features in Experiment 3B. Memory for the irrelevant feature is virtually absent and no cumulative facilitation is observed.
Stimuli
The search arrays consisted of three-elements displays in which each element could vary both in color (red or green) and shape (diamond or ''circle'') on each trial. The diamond shape, the colors and the display arrangement were identical to those used in Experiments 2A and 2B. The ''circles'' were a combination of a LandoltÕs C oriented to the left or right and an inscribed dot (see Fig. 8 ). The diameter of the ''circle'' was 1.0°, its thickness and the size of the gap 0.1°.
Procedure
In each block of trials subjects were instructed to base their target selection on one of the dimensions (shape or color) of the search arrayÕs elements and ignore the other. The instructions therefore segregated the dimension relevant to the task from the irrelevant dimension. The response was to the cut-off side of the diamond or the ''mouth'' side of the circle, depending on the shape of the relevant target. On each trial the target was assigned one of the features (red or green for color, circle or diamond for shape) of the relevant dimension (color or shape) with probability of 20%, 50%, or 80%. The relative probability of the two features of the irrelevant dimension was also independently manipulated in the same manner. Each subject ran 18 blocks (three probabilities for relevant feature · 3 probabilities for irrelevant feature · 2 features (shape/color)), each block consisting of 45 trials. The first five trials of each block were considered practice and were excluded from analysis. Conditions were counterbalanced across subjects and from one block to another the relevant dimension was always switched between shape and color.
Results
Errors and outliers were treated in the same manner as in the previous experiments. The data are plotted in Fig. 10 , left. The mean for each probability level of the relevant target reported in Fig. 10 was calculated by collapsing across both dimensions of the relevant target and across all probabilities of the irrelevant dimension. Similarly, the mean for each probability level of the irrelevant target was calculated by collapsing across both dimensions of the irrelevant target and across all probabilities of the relevant dimension. The increase in probability of the relevant feature from 20% to 80% produces almost 200 ms facilitation in responding, whereas an equivalent increase in the probability of the irrelevant feature results in some improvement ($70 ms), but on a much smaller scale. The uncollapsed data were entered into a two-way repeated measures ANOVA, which reported a significant effect of the relevant dimension, F (2, 10) = 54.04, p < 0.0001, a marginally significant effect of the irrelevant dimension, F (2, 10) = 3.67, p = 0.0638, and no significant relevant by irrelevant interaction, F (4, 20) = 0.358, p = 0.84. Thus, we can see that manipulating the strength of the memory trace (gain of the kernel) results in a predictable pattern of frequency effects: a strong trace produces a large frequency Fig. 10 . In Experiments 3A and 3B, the probability of the relevant and irrelevant features is manipulated independently over blocks of trials. In Experiment 3A, left panel, each trial has two oddball features (two singletons): color and shape. In Experiment 3B, right panel, only one oddball feature is present on each trial (one singleton). In both versions of the experiment the feature that produces memory (relevant feature) shows a strong frequency effect, whereas the irrelevant feature produces a smaller or absent frequency effect. effect, whereas a weak memory trace produces a small frequency differentiation.
Experiment 3B: One singleton search
Now consider the case in which the gain is reduced to zero: by completely eliminating the memory trace we should observe a complete absence of response facilitation with increased probability. A slight variation on the paradigm of Experiment 3A in fact does eliminate memory completely. If an irrelevant dimension is present in the display, but there is never an odd item with respect to that irrelevant feature (i.e., on each trial all search elements share the same irrelevant feature, for example in Fig. 8 , right, all items have the same shape), then no memory for the irrelevant dimension is observed, as exemplified by the kernel for the irrelevant target shown in Fig. 9 . In this experiment, we therefore performed identical manipulations as in the previous experiment, but with an important difference: there was never an oddball irrelevant target.
Methods
Subjects
Six new subjects, all undergraduates at the University of Chicago participated in the experiment as paid volunteers. All were naïve as to the purpose of the experiment.
Stimuli and procedure
The procedure in this experiment was in all respects identical to Experiment 3A, but the stimulus display differed. On all trials within a block the search array contained only one oddball element, defined either by color or shape (the relevant dimension). An irrelevant dimension was also present, but was shared by all elements. If the relevant dimension was color, shape varied randomly across trials within a block; conversely, if the relevant dimension was shape, color varied randomly across trials within a block (see Fig. 8, right) . The response was to the cut-off side of the diamond or the ''mouth'' side of the circle, depending on the shape of the target.
Results
Results are shown in Fig. 10 , right panel, as aggregate data for six subjects collapsed in the same way as for Experiment 3A. This task is overall easier (on average, reaction times are shorter), but the improvement for the relevant feature increasing in probability from 20% to 80% is 185 ms, practically identical to the one observed in Experiment 3A. A two-way repeated measures ANOVA reports a significant relevant dimension effect, F (2, 10) = 57.424, p < 0.0001. However, there is absolutely no frequency effect for the irrelevant dimension, F (2, 10) = 0.034, p = 0.97, and no significant relevant by irrelevant interaction, F (4 ,20) = 0.588, p = 0.68. By demonstrating that memory strength correlates with the frequency effect, these results reinforce the findings of the previous experiments and are consistent with the idea that short-term memory is an important underlying mechanism responsible for the effects of stimulus probability on reaction time.
General discussion
It is well known that reaction times to more frequent stimuli are faster than to less frequent ones. In this study, we have put forward an explanation of such frequency effects based on the idea of leaky memory accumulators, which we have characterized from the perspective of system analysis. To do so we exploited a well-studied paradigm based on the visual search task of (Bravo & Nakayama, 1992; Maljkovic & Nakayama, 1994) . In a preliminary analysis we have demonstrated how the linear memory kernel can be extracted from the sequence of response times and its parameters quantified. We have found that memory for a stimulus event decays exponentially with a time constant of about three events and the effects of successive events summate linearly. In Experiment 1, we have shown that sequential dependencies due to the memory can explain virtually all the variation in reaction times as function of stimulus frequency when the probability of the stimulus is >0.2, while for lower probabilities additional mechanisms must be invoked to fully explain the results. By manipulating the stochastic structure of the stimulus series while maintaining the same stimulus frequency, we have demonstrated in Experiment 2 that predictable changes in the magnitude of frequency effects can be produced based on knowledge of the time constant of the memory kernel. For probabilities >0.2, the behavioral frequency effect can be completely erased by negatively interfering with memory accumulation, while an illusory frequency effect can be introduced by clustering manipulations that induce selective accumulation or decay of the targetsÕ memories. Finally, in Experiment 3 we have shown that frequency effects also depend on the gain of the memory kernel. Factors that are known to modulate gain, such as relevance for target selection, also act as modulators of frequency effects.
Leaky integrators as frequency encoders
Leaky integration is a widespread neurobiological function exploited by physiological systems to transform frequency-coded into intensity-coded variables. Temporal summation of voltage potentials in membranes and muscular tension of a motor unit during isometric contraction are only two common examples where a fre-quency coded input results in an intensity graded output: there, as in our proposed model of event frequency coding, the output level corresponding to a given input frequency depends solely on the gain of the impulse response and its relaxation time. The reason why leaky integration is able to code event frequency so well is statistical. While relative frequency information can be extracted by comparing the overall number of occurrences of each stimulus within a long time frame (by a system with a long or infinite memory), it can also be extracted efficiently by following the sequential pattern over a relatively short period, given that a higher frequency stimulus on average repeats sequentially more than a lower frequency stimulus.
It is interesting to consider the parameters of the leaky integrator from an optimization point of view. The sensitivity of the coding depends on the time constant of the kernel and its gain, given that the maximum level of activation depends on such parameters. Since a tradeoff between sensitivity and costs must inevitably arise, it is reasonable to think that in the particular example we have studied the measured time constant (about three events) represents an optimal cost/benefit balance. By weighing most heavily the immediate past, the system is highly adaptive to the current situation and since in a generic, non-stationary environment there is no set prior probability of an event, sampling with a recency bias allows a quick adaptive shift to new conditions.
Possible neural substrates
At this time direct evidence as to the neural substrate of the short-term memory involved in the phenomenon of Priming Of Pop-out is limited (Bichot & Schall, 2002) . While any discussion of such matter must thus remain mostly speculative, we believe it is important to consider related evidence that can inform future directions of research.
First, consider that the memory in question does not decay passively, at least not within the time frame (three events or about 5 s) of the effects observed in the present experiments. Maljkovic and Nakayama (2000) have previously demonstrated that priming effects are maintained, in the absence of task stimulation, at least over a period of about 1 min. Therefore, the decay observed in the present experiments must be due to selective, active interference from successive stimulus exposures. Several forms of short-term synaptic plasticity have been described (Fisher, Fischer, & Carew, 1997) , leading to synaptic potentiation or depression with time constants ranging from tens of milliseconds to tens of minutes. While we are aware of all the caveats that must be kept in mind when relating synaptic plasticity to memory phenomena, we notice that the overlap between the behavioral and cellular time constants makes it possible that the memory modulation observed here results from the interplay between enhancement and depression at the synaptic level.
Consider now the clear modulatory effects of task relevance on the strength of the memory trace that we have demonstrated in Experiment 3. Such observation leads us to conjecture that the site of these memory effects must be quite late, closer to the response stage than to the sensory encoding process and tightly linked to the decision-making mechanism. Indeed, for manual as well as for saccadic reactions the level of baseline activity in build-up neurons that precedes the response is negatively correlated with reaction times in premotor structures such as the basal ganglia and the superior colliculus, respectively (Dorris, Pare, & Munoz, 1997; Lee & Assad, 2003) . As such, frequency and repetition effects could be direct derivatives of activity in structures that are thought of as the physical embodiments of saliency maps (Bichot & Schall, 2002; Fecteau & Munoz, 2003) .
Relation to process models of reaction time generation
Most process models of reaction time generation are variants of a type of threshold model introduced by (Hull, 1943) where the response is envisaged as an internal decision variable, which upon stimulus presentation starts to drift from a baseline resting level toward a threshold that triggers a motor response. In such scheme the response time is the temporal lag taken by the drifting variable to reach the threshold from its baseline. The study of buildup neurons in premotor areas has provided this theoretical construct some degree of biological credibility, e.g. (Lee & Assad, 2003) . The drift rate is assumed to depend on the accumulation of information from sources such as the stimulus itself, the context and further elaborations that contribute to forming a decision to respond, all factors that can be assumed to form posterior probabilities entering the decision process (Carpenter, 1999) . But what is the significance of the baseline activity? One way to conceptualize the resting level is to equate it with prior information. A link with the effects of the stimulus history then becomes straightforward: a higher baseline corresponding to accumulated activity due to previous stimulus repetitions speeds the response, since for any given drift rate it will allow the decision variable to reach threshold faster. The LATER model of (Carpenter & Williams, 1995) makes specific predictions regarding the pattern of variation of reaction times distributions when the distance between the baseline and the criterion changes (Reddi, Asrress, & Carpenter, 2003) . In LATER the inverse of a reaction time is plotted on a graph where latency is represented on a reciprocal scale and the cumulative probability of the response is represented on a probit scale, yielding linearized reaction time distributions that are termed ''recinormal''. When the baseline level grows, LATER predicts a swiveling of the recinormal function and such effect was demonstrated by (Carpenter & Williams, 1995) for saccadic latencies to stimuli varying in probability. A distributional analysis of reaction times in the pop-out search task segregated by repetition rank could demonstrate whether a similar pattern occurs also for increasing stimulus repetitions.
Relation to statistical learning
A fast frequency estimation mechanism is also necessary for learning, insofar as learning is the process of identifying non-random associations between events. Recently, the ability to extract these associations has received particular attention in the study of language as well as vision. Eight-month-old infants have been shown to learn to parse words based on the different transitional probabilities between syllables after only a 2-min exposure to a stream of non-sense words (Saffran, Aslin, & Newport, 1996) . Similarly, adult speakers are able to learn pairings between non-adjacent syllables based on differential transitional probabilities after a 10-min exposure (Pena, Bonatti, Nespor, & Mehler, 2002) . Very similar behaviors have been demonstrated also with temporal sequences of visual shapes (Fiser & Aslin, 2001 , 2002a , 2002b . In addition to transitional probabilities, infants in the first year of age are sensitive to distributional frequencies of speech sounds and this sensitivity influences speech perception (Kuhl, 2004) . To function efficiently any mechanism for learning must distinguish random coincidences of events from truly informative, non-random associations. This means that learning mechanisms must first obtain estimates of the independent probability distributions of events in the world, from which the non-null probability of their cooccurrence can be derived and taken to form a baseline against which to compare suspicious coincidences (Barlow, 1990 (Barlow, , 1996 . We suggest that a memory mechanism similar to the one we have outlined could be well suited to supply this preliminary information.
The ability of leaky integrators to function as frequency encoders makes them ideal candidates to participate in a variety of behaviors that might have been overlooked so far. For example, only recently it has been realized that matching behavior can be explained by leaky integration of the reward history (Sugrue et al., 2004) . The kind of frequency coding we have described can be the inevitable expression of any memory mechanism whose single-event traces decay exponentially and consecutive traces sum linearly. The specific memory we have tested in our study is best suited to influence learning and behavior on a short-time scale and is most appropriate for simple motor acts and primitive cognitive abilities, such as the movement of gaze in the field of view and the discovery of statistical regularities in sensory inputs.
